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Wild rice is an annual aquatic grass which inhabits many of 
the shallow lakes and sluggish streams of northeastern North America 
and is especially abundant in Minnesota. The only source of chis 
grain in the past was the hand-harvesting of natural stands.
The development of cultivation and harvesting techniques 
for wild rice during the 1960's has resulted in mechanized 
endeavors proving economically successful. Extensive bogs and 
lowlands exist throughout northcentral Minnesota which couj.d be 
converted into wild rice paddies, thus utilizing acreage which might 




Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the geographic 
as >ects of the development of mechanized wild rice production in 
Miinesota. Through this study implications may become evident for 
the potential role of this grain in the utilization of some 
agr .cultural "wastelands."
Need for the Study
Numerous articles are available which deal with the biology 
of 1 he wild rice plant. During the past five years several papers 
havf been written concerning the mechanized harvest of the grain.
Tho.' e papers which have dealt with this industry have emphasized 
hor iculture and market analysis. No effort has bean made to examine 
the location factors which have concentrated the industry in northern 
Mir aesota and will influence the orientation of any future areal 
ex- ansion by the Industry. Thus, just as the economic and biologic 
aspects of the wild rice industry are being evaluated to predict 
f ture market and horticultural developments, it is also necessary 




Scope of the Study
Location of phenomena is seldom the result of a single, factor. 
Three major location factor categories for the modern wild rice 
industry are considered in this thesis: environmental, cultural, and 
economic.
The relationship of wild rice to the elements of its physical 
environment is considered under the environmental location. Only 
those elements of the natural environment which restrict the distri­
bution or affect the quality of wild rice will be of concern in this 
study. Future seed improvements should extend the range of the grain, 
just as the range of domesticated grains such as wheat, oats, and corn 
have been expanded. This study will deal with the environment to 
which the available grain is best adapted.
Indians, in what is now Minnesota, relied heavily on wild rice 
in their diets."'" With the coming of white explorers and settlers it 
became an item of barter and thus were founded the roots of the modern 
industry. Traditionally, northern Minnesota was the center of wild
rice trade in the United States, even though other states such as
2Wisconsin or Michigan had almost the same total rice acreage. The
components of this past experience are considered to be cultural
location. Local familiarity with the crop was primarily responsible
for the utilization of existing wild rice stands and the initial
3mechanization of the industry.
^Edward Taube, ‘Wild Rice," Scientific Monthly, 73, No. 6 
(1951), 370.
2Minnesota Resources Commission, A Study of Wild Rice in 
Minnesota, by Robert F. Edman, Staff Report, 1969, pp. 30-39.
O
JThe term "stand" refers to areas of wild rice growth and is a 
general term without desi enation of measured snace,
The third major category considered is economic location. 
Included in this category? are those factors which result in northern 
Minnesota's economic advantage over other areas in developing the 
mechant-ied wild rice indimstry and the economic advantage _to northern 
Minnesota by developing the industry. Through examination of economic 
location factors a key SDo the prediction of Minnesota's position in 
the industry's future shiould also be found.
An inter-relaticmship between location factors is apparent.
A natural environment highly conducive to wild rice growth cannot be 
divorced from the assimilation of the grain into the region's culture, 
nor can the economics of. rice production be considered independent of 
natural environment. It is not intended that the categorization of 
location factors imply independence of those factors. Rather, the 
factors have been categorized to organize the study.
Methodology of the Study
Library and field research were employe- in the preparation 
of this thesis.
Library research included: the review of geographical 
publications concerning agricultural geography, land use studies, and 
other related subjects. Articles, published and unpublished, which 
dealt directly with wild rice were also reviewed. Several surveys 
have been conducted, mo®£ notably one by the University of Minnesota 
and another by the Wild Rice Growers'Association. The 'raw data from 
these surveys were made available for this study.
Field research involved interviews with wild rice growers and
res05LTcli©rs snd h110n d slti the 1972 Wild Rice Growers Associc*hion
CHAPTER II
THE MINNESOTA WILD RICE REGION
Wild rice, Zizania aguatica L., is an annual aquatic grass 
which inhabits many of the shallow lakes and sluggish streams of 
northeastern North America. The grain is not an ancestor to domestic 
white rice, Oryza sativa JL. The only other members of the genus are 
the broad-leaved Zizania latifolla _L., found in China and Taiwan, and 
Zizania texana L., a perennial found in the San Marco River in Texas.^
Distribution of Wild Rice
The growth range of Zizania aguatica L. is shown on Figure 1.
The major concentration within this range is found in Minnesota,
southern Manitoba and Ontario. Smaller areas of concentration are
located in the tide waters of Chesapeake Bay, North and South Carolina,
2and in northeastern Nebraska. Many stands have been destroyed by man
through drainage projects, pollution, and possibly, by the introduction
, 3of carp.
The principal region of wild rice growth in Minnesota is shown 
on Figure 2. Considering evidence such as place names and the existence
-*-Erwin R. Brooks, "Wild Rice as a Commercial Crop," (St. Paul, 
Minnesota: Department of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, Institute of
Agriculture, 1966), p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
2Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit., pp. 5-7. 
n■'Minnesota Department of Conservation, Division of Game and Fish.
Section of Research and Planning, Wild Rice in Minnesota, by John B.
Moyle and Paul Krueger, Special Publication No. 18, 2966, p. 3
4
DISTRIBUTION OF WILD RICE IN NORTH AMERICA
Source: U.S., Department: of Agriculture, Food of Game Ducks in the 





AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR WILD RICE STANDS IN MINNESOTA
(by county)
Number of stands over 
10 acres and total 
acres by counties 
(in parentheses)
Source: Minnesota Resources Commission , A Study c fT Wild Pace, in
Minnesota, Staff Report by Robert F. Edman, 1969, p. 30,
Fig.
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of Indian harvest sites, it is assumed that stands previously existed 
along the Mississippi River below Minneapolis. Carp have generally 
"been attributed with the eradication of these stands. This region is 
bordered on the west and southwest by the forest/prairie transition 
zone forming a curved line connecting Lake of the Woods to Detroit 
Lakes, where it arcs toward the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. Only 
isolated stands of little economic significance are found beyond this 
primary growth region in Minnesota.
Wild Rice Acreage
5Figure 2 also indicates the number of major natural stands and 
approximate total acreage found in each county. Great yearly acreage 
variation results primarily from water level fluctuations.̂  Total 
natural stand acreage in the state varies from 15,000 to 30,000 acres, 
with an average year generally considered to be approximately 24,000 
acres. Most of this acreage is concentrated in about 150 stands.^
The region, as defined, contains most of Minnesota's wild rice
8paddy acreage and all the paddies larger than 100 acres. Exact figures 
for paddy rice acreage are not presently available because the crop is 
not included in census data, nor does the government exert any form of 
control over its production on private lands. The best indication of 
total acreage and location is the Wild Rice Growers' Association
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, Wild Rice In Minnesota, 
op. cit., p . 3.
^Major natural stands are considered to be in excess of 10 acres.
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit■, p. 29.
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, Wild Rice In Minnesota, 
op. cit., p . 2.
®The term "paddy" is used to identify an artificial stand of 
wild rice.
8
membership and acreage figures. This is a Minnesota based cooperative 
processing organization, headquartered in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. The 
organization’s 1972 acreage exceeded 11,500 acres, with less than 100 
acres reported from outside the principle natural range.^
Physical Environment
The wild rice regionlu of Minnesota lies entirely within a
ground moraine landscape of Late Wisconsin origin.^ Unlike the Lake
Agassiz basin to the west, where the glacial landscape has been
obscured by lacustrine deposition, the area displays characteristics
typical of recent glaciation such as a large number of cl -sed basins
12and small lakes and poorly integrated drainage lines. Many of 
these small remnant lakes are shallow, with relatively flat bottoms.
13The best natural wild rice stands generally are found in these lakes.
Figure 3 indicates that the wild rice region is located in an 
area of podzolic soils. The predominant intrazonal soils are hydro- 
morphic bogs which result from bog formation in the shallow lakes and 
undrained basins.^ The relationship between podzolic soils and wild
°Wild Rice Growers' Association, "Membership and Acreage," Grand 
Rapids, Minnesota, 1972. (Unpublished)
10Wild rice region shall be used to identify the area included in 
the principle range of wild rice, since it is in this area that both 
natural and man-made stands are concentrated.
11-William L\ Thornbury, Regional Geomorphology (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967), p. 221.
12Ibid., p. 226.
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, Wild Pice in Minnesota, 
op. cit., p. 3.
l-̂ C. E. Millar, L. M. Turk, and H. D. Foth, Fundamentals of Soil 
Science (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.., 1958), p. 283.
9
PODZOLIC SOILS OF NORTH AMERICA
Source: Arthur N. Strahler, The Earth Sciences (New York: 




rice is significant and shall be discussed in Chapter IV. ” The 
climate of Minnesota has i marked continental influence with great 
temperature range and summer precipitation maximum. The state's 
average annual precipitation ±s approximately 25 inches with 55 per 
cent of this total occurring from May through August. Precipitation in 
the wild rice region of the state averages from 22 inches in the 
western extreme to 26 inches in the east. Between April and September 
the western portion receives approximately 16 inches and the east 20 
inches or 75-80 per cent of the yearly total. The state’s high 
latitudinal position results in a relatively low moisture requirement 
and thus the area is classified as humid.^
The temperature range is subject to wide diversity due to the 
north-south orientation of the state. The January averages vary from 
16°F in the southeast to 0°F in the northwest, while July temperature 
averages vary from 72°F in the south to 60°F in the northeast. The 
growing season also varies from 160 days in the southeast to approxi­
mately 100 days in the northeast. The wild rice region has a 100-120
17day growing season.
Wild Rice Promotion
Minnesota produces 70-90 per cent of the world's wild rice.
Wide variation of harvest acreage occurs due to water level fluctuation*
15p0dzolic soils are the most widely distributed soils of the 
cool humid climates and are closely associated with the forested 
temperate regions of the world. They are generally low in fertility as 
a result of leaching and accumulation of organic acids.
•^Ibid., p. 934.
^U. S. , Department of Agriculture, Cl inn te and Man: Yea rbook
of Agriculture, 1941 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1941), pp. 933-934.
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The state's total commercial harvest has varied from as low as 73,000
pounds of non-processed rice, in 1941, to a high of 3,942,000 pounds in 
181936.x Studies of several stands indicate that the actual total wild
rice harvested may be approximately 10 per cent above commercial
19figures due to non-commercxal harvesters.
Prior to the early 195C's virtually all wild rice produced came 
from natural stands. These stands generally yield less than 100 pounds 
of non-processed rice per acre using traditional hand-harvesting
techniques (no mechanical harvesting is permitted on natural stands in 
20Minnesota). Mechanical paddy rice harvests average approximately 300
21pounds of non-processed rice per acre. The 1972 paddy acreage in 
Minnesota was estimated at over 11,000 acres. No figure for natural 
stand acreage is avail.able for 1972, but if 30,000 acres is used 
(corresponding to a "good year") a total natural stand maximum of 
3,000,000 pounds (30,000 lbs X 100 Ibs/acre) is obtained. Since 1954 
only 4 years have equalled or exceeded this total. Eleven thousand 
paddy acres, on the other hand, results in 3,300,000 pounds (300 lbs/ 
acre X 11,000 acres). It is important to mention that these figures 
should not be interpreted as indicating that 1972 was an except’onal 
year; the figures are included to show that prior to the early 1960’s 
natural stands overwhelmingly dominated tie wild rice market; however 
by 1972 paddy rice production was equal to the maximum natural stand 
production which can reasonably be anticipated.
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, Wild Rice in Minnesota, 
op. cit. p . 6.
l^Brooks, op. cit:. , p. 2.
•-^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. <_lt. , p. 49.
^Approximately 2.5 pounds of non-processed rice are required 
to produce 1 pound of processed wild rice.
12
%
Marketing of Wild Rice
Minnesota traditionally has absorbed approximately 75 per cent
of the wild rice produced in the state. The Minneapolis-St. Paul area
22serves as a market for about 50 per cent of the state's total output.
These figures immediately suggest a very localized, closed system.
State government studies reveal that only about 100,000 pounds of
processed wild rice leaves the state. Other studies have indicated
that less than 2 per cent of the American population is familiar with 
23wild rice. While wild rice production remained merely a gathering
type activity without the processing or marketing organizations familiar
to commercial agriculture, no systematic promotion was carried out, with
the exception of a special promotion by a major food chain which resulted
2 4in a tremendous demand for wild rice at $3.96 per pound. + The grain was 
sold by the processor or a broker acting in his behalf, with little or 
no concern to the marketing techniques or package attractiveness. 
Approximately 60 per cent was sold to restaurants where it commanded 
premium, gourmet prices. The remaining 40 per cent was sold directly
through retail outlets, primarily souvenir and crafts shops, and
25gourmet food shops in 8 ounce bags (either plastic or paper).
Major food chains such as Uncle Ben's, Green Giant, Minute Rice, 
Accent, Rice-A-Roni, Del Monte, and General Foods have shown increasing 
interest in wild rice since 1967 and have begun testing various marketing 
techniques. This interest is a result of modernization of the industry 
and the assumption that the transition from hand-harvesting to 
mechanized paddy production will mean a stable wild rice supply. 1
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit. , p. 108.
23Ibid., p. 108. 24Ibid., p. 106. 25Ibid., p. 101. 26Ibid.
CHAPTER III
THE LIFE CYCLE OF WILD RICE 
1Wild rice seeds shatter* from the plant's head immediately after 
n oening in the fall. They rapidly settle to the bottom of the lake or 
s ".ream, usually within the stand, where they remain dormant throughout 
tie winter. Thus few seeds ever leave the*, stand and each stand remains
2isolated, displaying its own characteristics, such as color and height. 
Tht seeds have a very high moistv-e content and must not dry out during 
doi nancy or germination v'.11 not r: ,:vr. Tests on Minnesota samples 
ind .cate that seeds remain dormant when the water temperature remains 
bel m 40°F. A decrease in the water's oxygen content prior to 
tem] erature increase apparently results in a higher percentage of
4geri ination. This phenomenon corresponds to conditions which commonly 
exi; t in shallow water during the winter months.
Germination occurs when the water is free of ice and warms to 
tem leratures high enough tc terminate seed dormancy. This usually 
occ us from the middle of May to early June in Minnesota. Stems begin
■^Shattering refers to the release of the ripe grains from the
he td.
^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, Division of Game and 
F. sh, Commission on Wild Rice, Section on Resident Planning, An 
E :ologlcal History of Wild Rice by Alfred Rcsogin, 1951, p. 19.
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit., p . 3.
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, Wild Rice in Minnesota,
op. cit., p, 3.
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cto emerge from the water within one month after germination. These 
stems are topped by upright female flowers with dropping male flowers 
branching below. The pistil emerges four to five Hays before the 
stamen, pollenation normally occuring within one hour after emergence, 
thus cross-pollenation is assured.^ By mid-August the stems usually 
extend three to five feet above the water and are covered by wide, 
grassy leaves.^
Ripening begins in late August and is usually complete by the
second week in September in Minnesota. Each stand ripens by a
specific date which does not vary by more than two to three days from
year to year, although adjacent stands may ripen two or three weeks 
8earlier or later. Shorter stemmed, smaller grained rice, generally
9found along streams and hard bottomed lakes, tends to ripen earliest. 
Hot, dry weather during this ripening period can result in a low 
germination ratio.^
“’Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History 
of Wild Rice, op. cit., p. 19.
^Brooks, op. cit., p. 2.
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit. , p. 3.
^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History 
of Wild Rice, op. cit. , p . 21.
9Minnesota, Department of Conservation, Wild Rice in Minnesota, 
op. cit. , p . 2.
■^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological history
of Wild Rice, op. cit., p. 21.
CHAPTER IV
ENVIRONMENTAL LOCATION FACTORS
The natural environment exerts profound influence on the 
distribution and quality of agricultural production. Weaver suggested 
that physical entities ought to be of paramount concern to the agri­
cultural geographer. Geographers have emphasized the physical 
landscape in agricultural studies.
Modern varieties of wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn, and other 
domestic grains are the result of countless generations of selection 
and improvement. Adaptation of these grains to various environments 
has become a reality. Wild rice domestication is a very recent 
phenomena and research is only now beginning. The rice found in 
artificial paddies is basically the same as that found in natural
Ostands. Thus contemporary wild rice production is restricted to
environments which approximate that found within the grain's natural 
3range.J
Water Chemistry
Wild rice has a definite water chemistry preference. No large 
stands occur in alkali water with a sulfate ion concentration greater
\john C. Weaver, "A Design for Research in the Geography of 
Agriculture," The Professional Geographer, 10, No. 1 (January 1958), 2.
2Brooks, op. cit., p. 6.
^Artificial stands have failed in Europe and Asia.
16
4than 10 ppm. The virtual absence of wild rice west of the Red River 
Valley may be attributed to a high concentration of these ions in most 
prairie lakes.
Studies of Minnesota lakes indicate that Zizania aquatica is
most abundant in water wit i total alkalinity (excluding sulfates) of
40-200 ppm. These are classified as hard carbonate waters and dominate
most of the state except in the extreme northeast (soft carbonates),
the Red River Valley, and southwest (alkali) portions.”*
Tests ndicate that the dissolved oxygen concentration is an
important .tor in seed germination. Large quantities of decaying
organic matter are usually found on the lake bottom in wild rice stands.
Thic decay utilizes oxygen much faster than plant photosynthesis can
-•place it, thus near the bottom an oxygen deficit develops. During
the winter, this condition is accentuated by ice and snow cover.
Evidence of the importance of this condition is the lack of germination
when water levels are abnormally high and the reappearance of stands
6following restoration of normal water levels.
Water Level
Wild rice inhabits shallow lakes and streams where water depths 
are between one and four feet. A relatively stable water level is 
basic to a hardy stand because the grain is extremely sensitive to
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, An Ecological History 
of Wild Rice, op. cit., p. 3*
-*Ibid. , p. 7.
^Ibid., p . 10.
17
water level fluctuations.^ A rise in water level of six inches during 
the critical floating stage in June or July can reduce yields 50 per 
cent and a twelve inch rise at this time will completely destroy the
g
crop. A twenty year study by Moyle in Minnesota indicated that
harvests during a four-year period are likely to produce one bumper
crop, one crop failure, and two "fair" crops. The crop failures in
9this study were attributed to high water in June or July. Periodic 
flooding does, however, aid the wild rice by drowning out perennials 
such as cattails and bulrushes which could crowd out the wild rice.
Wave Action and Water Turbidity
Excessive, unchecked wave action or extreme water turbidity can 
easily dislodge the plant's roots from the lake or stream bottom, thus 
most stands are located in sheltered bays or other areas where water 
activity is minimized. Bulrushes are often found at the open water 
perimeter of a stand, acting as a natural breakwater for the wild rice. 
Industrial turbidity is often of greater danger than the toxins in the 
discharge.'*"® Some wave action or current is desirable for the prevention 
of stagnation.
Silting
Silting affects the wild rice habitat in several ways. Hard, 
compact sand or rock bottoms may receive sufficient suitable soil to
^It should be noted that this statement is in reference to 
Minnesota wild rice. Daily changes in water level do not seem to aifeet 
the wild rice growing in the tidal marshes of the east coast. Long sub­
mergence of plants in this area in early spring results in * ;s vigorous 
plants.
^Minnesota Department of Conservation, An Ccological History 
of Wild Rice, op. cit., p. 6.
^Ibid. , p. 6 ^Ibid.
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permit the establishment of wild rice through silting. Excessive 
silting, however, may decrease the water depth, resulting in the 
deterioration of an existing stand. High silt content decreases the 
light which can penetrate the water and thus can limit plant develop­
ment. Algae concentrations similarly affect lit c penetration. The 
water's chemical nature can be greatly altered by the quantity and 
composition of the silt held in suspension.1
Biotic Environment
The biotic environment exerts a very dynamic influence on 
Zizania aquatica. Perennials such as bulrushes and cattails readily 
invade rice stands and can severely affect quality. Occasional 
flooding checks this invasion. Rice may be destroyed by the flooding, 
but generally re-establishes itself more rapidly than the perennials. 
Carp, birds, muskrats, and large mammals such as moose, deer, and 
cattle have also been associated with stand deterioration.-^ Bottom 
disruption and the resulting cloudiness, of the water by carp, has 
eradicated entire stands in southern Minnesota.11
Wild rice serves as a food source for many inhabitants of the 
wetland environment. The greatest threat comes from insects such as 
the "rice worm." This worm is actually the larval stage of the Septis
^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History 
of Wild Rice, op, cit. , p . 5.
1 ?Minnesota, Department of Conservation, Wild Rice in 
Minnesota, op. cit., p. 3.
-^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History 
of Wild Rice, op. cit., pp. 17-19.
^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, Wild Rice In 
Minnesota, op, cit. , p. 3.
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moth. Infestations may become so intense that the stand appears 
"alive" with them.^
Blackbirds are reported to have virtually stripped rice stands
bare during the fall when they congregate for their southern migration.16
This threat can usually be averted, however, by hanging metallic
streamers throughout the stand.'1'7 Other wetland birds such as ducks
and geese eat the rice, but gizzard samples indicate that the grain may
1 ftnot play as great a role in their diet as previously thought.
Feeding habits of ducks differ greatly from those of the blackbird, 
however, and much less damage to the stand is incurred.
Few mammals pose a threat to wild rice stands. Moose and 
cattle may trample small, shoreward portions of the stand while feeding
i oor watering. ’ Muskrats eat the plant, but appear to be present in
numbers proportional to the amount of rice available. Thus, in small
or sparse stands, few muskrats are usually present. As the stand
expands or thickens, the muskrat population will generally tend to
increase, the affect being a check system which prevents the rice from
20becoming too dense. w
A sudden rise in water level during the spring thaw may result 
in the complete destruction of a stand if seeds fretze to the ice sheet
^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, Wild Rice in 
Minnesota, op. cit., p . 4.
■^Charles H. Stoddard, "Utilization of Waste Swamplands for 
Wild Rice Production," Land Economics, 33, No. 1 (1950), 79.
•^Ibid.
■^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History
of Wild Rice, op. cit., p. 15.
20Ibid.•̂ •̂ Ibid., p. 19.
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in shallow water where freezing to bottom occurs. If this ice is 
lifted, intact, by the spring melt-water, and transported to deeper 
water, the stand may fail t:c establish in the new environment . ̂
Soil ana Climate
Soft, mucky, allu'ial soils at least 18 inches thick are best 
for wild rice. The grain's roots are unable to establish in hard, 
sandy bottoms. Potash and phosphate concentrations are usually low 
within stands, although little data is available on necessary soil- 
nutrient composition. Neutral to slightly acidic lake and stream 
bottoms with Ph between 6.0 and 7.0 produce the best stands.^"5
The range of Zizania aquatica corresponds with the podzolic 
soil regions of North America (see Figure 3). Podzols form in cool 
to warm humid Dfa, Dfb, and Cfa climates,^4 and are generally acidic 
(see Figure 4) . Dry, hot periods during seed ripening can result, in a 
low percentage of germination. An arid climate is usually charac­
terized by a highly variable precipitation regime and water level 
fluctuations, previously mentioned as unfavorable to stand development.
Streams and lakes of arid regions usually have alkaline, rather than 
25acidic water.
^ Ibid. , p. 5. ^ Ibid. , p. 11. ^Stoddard, op. cit. , p. 78.
^Hurnid climates are those in which the average annual precipi­
tation exceeds evapotranspiration. The Koeppen symbols Cfa, Dfa, and 
Dfb indicate particular temperature and precipitation regimes. Cfa is a 
humid subtropical climate, Dfa is a humid continental, warm summer 
climate and Dfb is a humid continental, cool summer climate.
^Patrick A. Domenico, Concepts and Models in Groundwater Hydrology 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Bock Company, Inc.., 1972), op. 290-291. Alkalinity 
in arid regions is a result of water evaporation ana concentration of dis­
solved salts. This process is reversed in humid regions, where precipi­
tation is greater than evapotranspiration; and thus leaching of soluble 
salts from the soil and dilution of dissolved salts occurs.
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HIJMID CLIMATES OF NORTH AMERICA
Source: Goode's World Atlas, ed. by Edward B. Espenshade, Jr.,
(Chicago, Illinois: Rand McNally & Co., 1970), pp. 12-13.
Fig. 4
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The location of natural wild rice stands is a direct response 
to the physical environment. The geographic range of Zizania aquatica 
is a result of the grain's adaptation to Dfa, Dfb, and Cfa climates. 
Within this range, wild rice is found in "hard carbonate" lakes and 
streams generally characterized by stable water levels, and soft, 
mucky bottoms. Stands normally develop in sheltered areas or are 
protected from direct wave action in some manner such as bulrushes 
along the open water perimeter.
Wild Rice Faddy Location
Wild rice paddies were developed using seed obtained from
natural stands. Prior to 1971, paddy rice varied little from natural
26rice except in uniformity. Seed improvement has been directed 
primarily at the development of a non-shattering variety. Seed now 
available to the rice grower has the same environmental requirements
2 7applicable to natural wild rice.'
Commercial production of wild rice imposes several additional
requirements on the physical landscape. Large quantities of water are
necessary to flood the paddy and maintain a desired level (approxi-
2 8mately two feet) throughout the growing period. Thus, lowland near
a stream or lake is preferable but utilization of the actual lake is
difficult or impossible since the water must be removed at harvest if
mechanical harvesters are to be used. A non-porous, compacted sub-
29stratum is desirable for water retention.
r) 9i"Brooks, op. cit., p. 6. ^'Ibld.
28Donaid Horacheck, wild rice grower, private interview at 
Goodrich, Minnesota, June 4, 1972.
^Minnesota, Department of Conservation, Wild Rice In 
Minnesota, op. cit., p. 4.
1 \ ; V '■■ ‘ - - - X* i
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The site selected for paddy development must either naturally 
or artificially be sufficiently level to allow uniform inundation. 
Sice improvement costs vary with the amount of necessary alterations 
since few sites naturally meet this requirement. These costs will be 
examined in Chapter V.
CHAPTER V
ECONOMIC LOCATION FACTORS
Much of the work done in agricultural location theory has been 
based on the pioneer work of Johann Heinrich von Thunen (1783-1850).
Von Thunen emphasized transportation and distance to market, assuming 
a homogeneous physical landscape. Rent bid values^ decreased with 
distance to market as a function of increased transportation costs.
Rings of agricultural activity would develop around the market, 
intensity decreasing outward. Modifications were allowed for develop­
ment of a second market or an alternative transportation system, but 
the principle of shipping cost and its affect on the rent bid
premained unchanged.
Von Thunen's ring model is significantly altered by improvements 
3in transportation. Environmental variation becomes more decisive as
4transportation improves. Distant producers in a superior environment 
can compete successfully with closer producers in a poor environment.
■'■Rent = E(P - A) - EFK, where E = Output per unit of land 
(bushels per acre). P = Market price per unit cl commodity. A = 
Production cost per unit of commodity (includes farmer's wages). F = 
Transportation rate per unit distance. K = Distance to market.
oPeter Hall, Von Thunen1s Isolated State (London: Fermagon 
Press, 1966).
3Howard Gregor, Geography of Agriculture: Themes in Research, 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 6-.
^Richard Morrill, The Spatial Organization of Society,
(Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1970), p. 46.
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The significance of environment to wild 'ice cultivation is accentuated 
hv the grain's extremely short period of domestication; thus, the 
economic location factors for its production are necessarily in close 
association with this environment.
Areas well suited to wild rice growth such as shallow lakes, 
streams, and bogs are generally not conducive, to commercial agriculture. 
The aquatic nature of wild rice, on the other hand, prohibits growth 
in areas suited to most forms of commercial agriculture. Artificial 
paddies must therefore be constructed which serve as a favorable rice 
habitat and yet permit agricultural activities.
Faddy Development. Costs
5Initial paddy development costs were estimated to average $367
per acre in 1968 by the Minnesota State Soil Conservation Service work-
6shop on wild rice. A breakdown of these costs is shown on Figure 5.
Figure. 6 illustrates the average annual cost of paddy rice 
production. In arriving at the figures used in Figure 6, the workshop 
assumed:
1. Repair and maintenance at 5 per cent of initial investment.
2. Taxes and insurance at 3 per cent of initial investment.
3. Land and equipment amortized at 6 per cent interest over 
a ten year schenule.
A survey of wild ric.e growers, conducted by the University of 
Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service in 1972, indicated an
■’The use of the. term "average" here is descriptive rather than 
statistical and refers to cost under "normal" conditions.
^Minnesota Resources Commission, A Study of Wild Rice in 










Fig. 5.— Estimated initial paddy development investment per acre
(Based on 160 acre paddy)
Total annual cost 
of paddy rice 
production per 
acre = $203
Fig. 6.— Estimated average annual costs of paddy production per acre
(Based on 160 acre paddy)
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average'7 total cost for paddy construction and equipment of $438 per





Average cost for 
paddy develop­
ment per acre - 
$438
Fig. 7.— Average costs for paddy development per acre 
(Average paddy acreage equals 125 acres)
Equipment expenses were considerably higher for the .1972 survey 
than the workshop estimates, while land development costs were, comparable. 
The survey's average paddy acreage was only 125 acres compared to the 160 
acres on which the workshop's estimates were based. Per acre equipment 
expenses would normally be expected to be higher for 125 acres than 160
9acres since equipment requirements would be similar. The survey
^The term "average" in the survey's context refers to the 
arithmetical mean of the individual responses.
^Minnesota, University of, Agricultural Extension Service, 
"Summary of Wild Rice Survey," (St. Paul, Minnesota: U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Institute of Agriculture, 1972), pp. 1-7. (Unpublished.)
^Expected equipment costs for 1972, adjusted for anticipated 
acreage increases for example, averaged only $209 per acre.
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revealed a wide range ia individual construction cost responses. The
range of paddy construction costs for individual growers is shown on 
10Table 1. Equipment costs were excluded in this portion of the 
survey, thus responses oaa Table 1 refer to only the land development 
portion of Figure 7 (average = $153).
TABLE 1











Table 1 indicates, that certain individual growers were 
capable of constructing paddies for as low as 14-32 per cent of the 
average construction cost. Site selection probably significantly 
contributed to these lower construction costs. Sites requiring less 
alteration would cost less; to develop. Table 2 shows the range for 
each category of development costs.11
Table 3 illustrates the breakdown of equipment ownership and
suggests that many growers depend on machinery sharing or hiring as an
12alternative to actual ownership.
Equipment expenses can be reduced by selective purchasing of 
units which may be contributed to the local machinery exchange system. 
This exchange of machinery permits the small land owner with limited
-^Minnesota, University of, op. cit., p. 3.
•^Ibid., p. 4. -^Ibid.
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capital to produce wild rice. The $350-450 "average" cost of paddy 
development per acre which may be prohibitive to the small farm owner 
can sometimes be greatly reduced by careful site selection and selective 
purchasing.
TABLE 2
COSTS OF VARIOUS OPERATIONS OF PADDY DEVELOPMENT
(Per acre)
Operation Range





EQUIPMENT OWNERSHIP PER FARM
Type Range No. of Farms with None
Tractors 1-6 4
Tillers 1-3 6
Land Levelers 1-2 31
Ditching Equipment 1-3 15
Harvester/Picker 1-3 17
Combine 1-5 22
Grain Wagon 1-6 23
The 1972 wild rice survey revealed that over 60 per cent of the
land converted to paddy production previously had been agriculturally
unproductive, 30 per cent had served as pasture or as a source of hay,
13and only 8 per cent had been under cultivation. The aquatic nature 
of Zizania aquatica allows the grower to utilize lowland that might 
otherwise remain idle. Wild rice acreage need not infringe on acreage
î ibid., p. 3.
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planted with other crops, but, rather, may offer the farmer a chance
to increase his total productive acreage without purchasing additional
land or through the purchase of relatively inexpensive marginal utility
lowlands. The average price paid for agricultural idle land converted
to wild rice production was only $22.60 per acre. Brooks estimates
that there are at least 100,000 acres of such marginal land in northern 
1 5Minnesota.
Yields
Paddy rice yields for unimproved se.ec have consistently 
averaged approximately 300 pounds per acre, the range being 200-450.
This rice has a higher market value than natural stand rice due to its 
greater uniformity and the negotiation of long-term contracts with 
large food chains such as Uncle Ben's, Inc. Market price for this 
rice has ranged from $1.10 to $2.50 per pound during the 1960's, 
compared to the 1960-1969 average of $.77 for natural stand rice 
marketed.^ An average yield (300 pounds per acre) selling for the 
lowest price paid for paddy rice ($1.10 per pound) would result in a 
crop value of ever $300 per acre. A comparison between this crop value 
and the 1968 Minnesota Soil Conservation workshop estimate for annual 
production cost ($203 per acre) indicates that the grower could reasona­
bly expect over a $100 per acre profit. Test plots with improved, 
non-shattering seed have produced 1500-2000 pounds per acre.u  These 
figures are not cited for their absolute value, since it. has already
14Ibid. -̂’Brooks, op. cit.
■^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit., p.
17Ibid.
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been pointed out that great variation from the "average" exists, but 
rather as an indication of the large profit potential available to the 
wild rice grower.
Economic Need.
The boreal forest of northern Minnesota, shown on Figure 8,
was a barrier to the advance of agriculture. Hart refers to this as
18
a "negative area as far as agriculture is concerned." Lakes and
extensive bogs are typical features of this glacial landscape, greatly
reducing the area available for most forms of agriculture. The per
cent of total land devoted to agriculture in Minnesota's wild rice
region is the lowest in the state, excluding the Minneapolis-St. Paul
metropolitan area (see Figure 9). Much of the available land is
rocky ground moraine of low productivity. Average farm income and per
acre productivity in this region is the lowest in the state (see
Figures 10 and 11). Borchert predicts farm abandonment and conversion
19in this region by 1985 (see Figure 12).
There was a need for a crop such as Zizania aquatica which 
could be economically produced in northern Minnesota's environment. 
Extensive agriculturally unproductive land was available for efficient 
paddy construction. Virtually all wild rice paddy development has 
occurred in this region of Minnesota.
18John Fraser Hart, "The Middle West," Annals of the 
Association of American Geographers, 62(1972), 263.
i aJohn R. Borchert and Donald Carroll, Minnesota Settlement
and Land Use: 1985, (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota,
1970), p. 26.
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BOREAL FOREST OF MINNESOTA
Based on: John Fraser 
Association
253.
Hart, "The Middle West," 
of American Geographers,
Annals of the 
62 (1972), Fig. 1.
Fig. 8
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PER CENT OF COUNTY LAND AREA IN FARMS (1969)
mmmmm®
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Agriculture 1969, Vol 
and 2, Area Reports, Part 15, Minnesota, Section 2, County 
Data (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972 ) .i
Fig. 9
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INDIVIDUAL FARM PROFITS 
(L969)
Source: Compiled from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Agri­
culture, 196./, Vol. 1 and 2, Area Reports, Part 15, 
Minnesota Section 2, County Data (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 




FARM LAND PRODUCTIVITY FOR 1964 
(dollars per acre)
Source: Based on John R. Borchert and Donald Carroll, Minnesota
Settlement and Land Use: 1985 (Minneapolis, Minn.:
_________University of Minnesota, 1970), Fig. 19, p, 26.
Fig. 11
PROJECTED REGIONS OF FARM ABANDONMENT OR CONVERSION BY 1985
Source: Based on John R. Sorchsrt and Donald D. Carroll, Minnesota
Settlement: and Land Use: 1985 (Minneapolis, Minn.: 




Man’s locational decisions depend heavily ra past experience. 
Familiarity with Zizania aquatica L_. was a result of the important 
role of the grain in the culture of the area's inhabitants, most 
lotably, the Indians. Man prefers to modify or adapt rather than 
relocate.^ Because of its physical environment, much of northern 
F Lnnesota is at a competitive disadvantage for production of small 
g-ains such as wheat, oats, and corn. Commercial wild rice production 
c. ,n better utilize this natural environment.
Indians
Archeological evidence indicates that Zizania aquatica _L. was
ai important foodstuff utilized by prehistoric inhabitants of this
re gion. A prehistoric, concentration of population was probably a
p oduct of the abundance of wild rice in northern Minnesot a Harvesting
a id processing sites and parched rice in burial mounds have been
2identified in the Mississippi headwaters area.
Wild rice, or "manorja" in Algonquin, was a staple food for 
linnesot \ and Wisconsin Iirdians, especially the Chippewa and Mauomini.
The failure of a rice harvest meant disaster and famine usually followed,
^Morrill, op ■ cit. , p. 8.
^Elden Johnson, "Archeological Evidence for Utilization of 
Wild Rice," Science, 163 (196y), 276-277.
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The grain was the major constituent in many tribes' diets, supplemented
by hunting, fishing, berry gathering, and the making of maple syrup.
Tribes or clans often claimed property rights to certain stands and
feuding often developed, especially between Chippewa and Sioux. By
1850 the Chippewa had driven the Sioux from the Minnesota wild rice
range. Reservations established by the Federal government for Chippewa
3usually contained sizable wild rice stands.
The standard harvesting technique involved two people in a 
canoe. One of the harvesters poled the canoe through the shallow 
water of the rice stand while the second person, positioned in the 
bow, bent the stems over the sides of the craft and flailed the heads
4with a cedar stick to release the ripened kernels into the canoe.
This technique would result in the harvesting of approximately 25 per 
cent of the available, grain, or about 100 pounds of unprocessed rice 
per acre.^ The remaining 75 per cent fell into the water and served 
as seed for the next season or was eaten by wildlife. Until recently, 
this remained the only feasible method for harvesting wild rice.
Processing the harvested rice consisted of drying, hulling, 
and finally, winnowing.  ̂ Drying usually was accomplished by placing 
the grain in the sun, although occasionally it was placed on a scaffold 
built over a fire. The rice was then put in shallow depressions and 
beaten, most often by treading with the feet, to loosen the hulls. To
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit., pp. 51-53.
^Taube, op. cit. , p. 372.
^Minnesota, Department cf Conservation, Wild Rice in 
Minnesota, op. cit., p. 2.
^Taube, op, cit., pp. 373-374. Taube’s paper describes in 
detail the processes mentioned above.
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remove the loosened hulls, the grain was winnowed in the wind over a 
blanket or animal hide. Each family usually harvested and processed 
their own rice.^
White Explorers
Early white explorers reported extensive stands throughout the
Minnesota-Wisconsin area. Marquette, in 1673, reported that a guide
8was required to navigate the Wisconsin river due to wild rice. The
grain was referred to by a multitude of names including: wild oats,
Indian rice, water oats, black rice, and wild rice, and often served
9as a major food source for explorers and settlers. Many accounts of 
the region, such as those by Morse and Norwood, mentioned wild rice 
and praised its flavor, especially when seasoned with maple syrup, 
venison, or bear fat.^
White Involvement in t>ie Wild Rice Harvest 
Interest in the agricultural possibilities of wild rice first 
developed in Europe. In 1751 Peter Kalm attempted to establish the 
grain in Europe but was unable to germinate the seeds whicn he shipped 
from North America. The first successful germination of transported 
seeds was accomplished by Dr. Nooth in 1791, using jars filled with 
water as shipping containers. No details are available on Dr. Nooth’s
’'ibid. , p . 374 .
OMinnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History 
of Wild Rice, o p . cit., p . 2.
^Ibid. -^Taube, op. cit., p. 375.
-'••'■Minnesota, Department of Conservation, An Ecological History
of Wild Rice, op. cit., p. 2.
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attempt; however, no significant wild rice stands are known to remain 
in Europe.
An interest in commercial stands for wild rice was also 
expressed in the United States. In 1852 Joseph Brown of Willow Run, 
Wisconsin, suggested flooding swamplands to increase wild rice 
acreage. Oliver Kelley, National Grange founder, suggested in 1853 
that a study be carried out to determine the cultivation feasibility 
of the grain.^
During the 192G's, 30’s, and 40's wild rice was seeded by 
sportsmens clubs for waterfowl habitat but most of these plantings 
failed to establish permanent stands. Some individual attempts to 
establish stands on privately owned lakes may have been successful 
for hand-harvesting, but no records are available since this rice 
would have passed through the same outlets as natural stand rice. The 
failure of large scale commercial endeavors, however, probably was 
attributable to: improper water chemistry, water level fluctuations, 
poor seed storage, and the reliance on hand-harvesting techniques. 
Hand-harvesting of natural stands remained the only source of wild 
rice until the early 1960's.^
Dependence on traditional hand-harvesting techniques and 
natural stands resulted in wide yearly fluctuations in the wild rice- 
supply. The yearly total wild rice harvested for 1940-1964 are listed 
in Table 4. Paddy rice accounted for negligible portions of these 
totals since most paddy development occurred after 1965. Totals vary
-^Stoddard, op . clt. , p. 77.
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit. , p . 47.
14Ibid.
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from 20,000 pounds of unprocessed rice in 1940 to almost 4,000,000 
pounds in 1956. Brooks suggests that this unstable supply was probably 
a major factor in discouraging major food chains from marketing wild 
rice.1** Without the large food chains, advertising and promotional 
campaigns were virtually non-existent.
TABLE 4




























-^Erwin R. Brooks, "Improved Wild Rice and Its Effect on 
Marketing," Proceedings of the 1970 and 1971 Annual Meetings of the 
Wild Rice Growers’ Association (Grand Rapids, Minnesota: January 
10, 1970 and January 9, 1971), p. 3. (Unpublished.)
16Minneso^a Resources Commission, op. cic. , p. 81.
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Involvement of settlers in the actual harvest has steadily 
increased. Early settlers, explorers, and traders usually obtained 
wild rice through barter with local Indians. By 1939, only 38.1 per 
cent of the harvesters were Indian and by 1968 this figure had dropped
i 7to 25.25 per cent. Transition emphasizes the local white inhabitants 
increasing interest and familiarity with Zizania aquatica.
Minnesota's Modern Wild Rice Industry
Present processing methods are adaptations of Indian methods.
Parching is done in drums rotated over a fire. Hulling is commonly
accomplished by rubber paddles, although commercial oat hullers are
now used as well. Winnowing is usually done with a fanning mill.
Often the entire processing plant is contained in a garage. A recent
attempt to modernize this aspect of the industry was the introduction
of two portable processing plants by Julian Davis of Aitkin, Minnesota,
in 1968.^® These plants could overcome the difficulty in transporting
unprocessed rice which, due to its high moisture content, may be
19damaged by heat accumulation in transit.
Minnesota has led the way in technological advancements which 
have made commercial wild rice endeavors feasible. The first practical 
wild rice harvester was introduced by Leonard Furseth of Thief River 
Falls, Minnesota, in 1967 and by 1969 thirty-six machines were in 
operation throughout northcentral Minnesota.^ This machine employed
17Ibid. , p. 60. loI.bid. , p. 98.
■^Donald Horacheck, op. c i t.
20"Furseth Harvester Aids Harvest of Wild Rice," The Times, 
Thief River Falls, Minnesota, September 15, 1969, p. 1.
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paddles, covered with rubber, to flail the grain's heads and ran on 
a conveyor tread-type track with negligible damage to the stand, a 
necessity since uneven ripening required two to three harvests of a 
stand. Multiple harvests and high incidents of harvester breakdown in 
the mucky paddy bottoms limited harvestable acreage per machine to 75- 
80 acres per season.
Non-shattering wild rice was first isolated by Algot Johnson
in 1963. Although the first season produced only 2000 non-shattering
seeds, by 1968 20 acres were devoted to non-shattering seed, producing
21700 pounds per acre. This non-shattering variety was first available
in limited quantities to commercial producers in Minnesota in 1969.
Many growers have turned to this variety and virtually all new acreage
22is seeded with this type. Higher yields are obtained since the 
harvesting of non-shattering wild rice can be delayed until the entire 
stand has ripened. The paddy can be harvested in one step, rather than 
the multiple process required with shattering rice, thus increasing the 
harvestable acreage of each harvester. The domestic whit__ rice 
harvester was adapted to wild rice since protection of the plant 
during harvest is not required when single step harvesting is used.
The Wild Rice Growers' Association, based in Grand Rapids, 
Minnesota, was created in 1969. The cooperative takes an active role
in processing, government relations, research, public relations, and
23marketing and finance. It is by far the largest and most comprehensive 
wild rice grower's organization in the United States. 4 The association
^Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit. , p, 65.
22j-[oracheck, op. cit.
2 3Minnesota Resources Commission, op. cit., p. 109. Ibid.
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aids the grower in actual production through financing and processing, 
and disseminates the latest developments through reports and meetings 
held at regular intervals.
Domestication of Zizanja aquatica was a result of local 
familiarity with the grain. Technological breakthroughs accelerated 
the Industry's growth in Minnesota. The concentration of technological 
expertise and the creation of a strong organization to coordinate the 
many aspects of this rapidly growing new industry have established a 
framework within which future growth can occur.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The development of mechanized wild rice production in 
northern Minnesota is a result of environmental, economic, and cultural 
location factors.
Zizania aquatica is well suited to the northern Minnesota 
environment as evidenced by an abundance of natural stands of high 
market quality. Numerous glacial lakes and bogs with slightly acidic, 
mucky, organic soils and low sulphate waters provide excellent 
conditions for natural stands. Wild rice paddies often can be con­
structed on such lowland areas, thus utilizing acreage which may 
otherwise remain agriculturally idle. Interest in the commercial 
potential of wild rice was stimulated by the abundance of readily 
adaptable low value land for paddy development in an area unable to 
compete in more conventional types of agriculture. The settlers' 
familiarity with wild rice was a result of contact with local Indians 
whose culture was closely tied to the grain. Early attempts to 
cultivate wild rice for commercial agriculture employed Indian 
techniques for harvesting and processing. Although the development 
of non-shattering seed has led to the rapid decline in the importance 
of hand-harvesting, processing still follows •‘he traditional methods 
with adaptations to permit greater capacity.
Future development of Zizania aquatica paddy production can be 
anticipated, especially in lowland areas where commercial agriculture
45
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has previously failed or not been attempted. Market expansion and new 
seed could move production outside the grain's primary growth range.
Northern Minnesota should continue to dominate the wild rice 
industry because of geographic inertia, agglomeration, and expansion 
potential. The area is firmly established as the leading producer of 
wild rice, accounting for 70-90 per cent of the world's total 
production and established locations tend to maintain their dominance, 
providing a stability that is difficult to overcome. Capital, 
technological, and organizational agglomeration has occurred. Equip­
ment necessary for commercial cultivation of wild rice is concentrated 
in northern Minnesota, allowing exchange, which permits maximum access 
with minimum individual investment and encourages involvement by 
individuals with insufficient capital for independent ventures. Past 
experience with the grain and intensive research in the area have 
resulted in the concentration of technological expertise in northern 
Minnesota. Presently, the only organization created primarily for 
paddy rice producers is headquartered in the area, with its membership 
drawn almost exclusively from the region as well. In 1972 the Wild 
Rice Growers’ Association reported approximately 11,500 acres in paddy 
production. Brooks estimates that there is over 100,000 acres suitable 
for paddy development in northcentral Minnesota, where the need for 
such a crop is greatest. Expansion in association with the established 
industry is very likely; therefore, much of the future growth in wild 
rice production is expected to utilize this potential acreage in
Minnesota.
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